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Figure 1. GAvatar synthesizes high-fidelity 3D animatable avatars from text prompts. Our novel primitive-based implicit Gaussian repre-
sentation enables efficient avatar animation (100 fps, 1K resolution) and also extracts a highly detailed mesh from learned 3D Gaussians.

Abstract

Gaussian splatting has emerged as a powerful 3D rep-
resentation that harnesses the advantages of both explicit
(mesh) and implicit (NeRF) 3D representations. In this
paper, we seek to leverage Gaussian splatting to generate
realistic animatable avatars from textual descriptions, ad-
dressing the limitations (e.g., flexibility and efficiency) im-
posed by mesh or NeRF-based representations. However,
a naive application of Gaussian splatting cannot generate
high-quality animatable avatars and suffers from learning
instability; it also cannot capture fine avatar geometries
and often leads to degenerate body parts. To tackle these
problems, we first propose a primitive-based 3D Gaussian
representation where Gaussians are defined inside pose-
driven primitives to facilitate animation. Second, to sta-
bilize and amortize the learning of millions of Gaussians,
we propose to use neural implicit fields to predict the
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Gaussian attributes (e.g., colors). Finally, to capture fine
avatar geometries and extract detailed meshes, we propose
a novel SDF-based implicit mesh learning approach for 3D
Gaussians that regularizes the underlying geometries and
extracts highly detailed textured meshes. Our proposed
method, GAvatar, enables the large-scale generation of di-
verse animatable avatars using only text prompts. GAvatar
significantly surpasses existing methods in terms of both ap-
pearance and geometry quality, and achieves extremely fast
rendering (100 fps) at 1K resolution.

1. Introduction
Digital avatars play an essential role in numerous applica-
tions, from augmented and virtual reality to gaming, movie
production, and synthetic data generation [8, 20, 21, 35, 44,
51–53]. However, highly realistic and animatable avatars
are extremely difficult to create at scale due to the complex-
ity and diversity of character geometries and appearances.
Traditional approaches rely on manual modeling and rig-
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ging of digital avatars, which are labor-intensive and time-
consuming. Recent advances in text-to-image generative
models trained on large-scale data show impressive results
in generating highly diverse and realistic human images
from text [6, 33, 34, 48]. In light of this, several methods are
proposed to generate 3D avatars from textual descriptions
by distilling the 2D prior of these generative models into
3D avatar representations [9, 11, 18]. While their results are
promising, the quality of the generated avatars is limited by
the 3D representations they use, which are typically based
on mesh or neural radiance field (NeRF) [27]. Mesh-based
representations allow efficient rendering through rasteriza-
tion, but the expressiveness to capture diverse geometry and
fine details is limited due to the underlying topology. NeRF-
based representations are expressive in modeling complex
3D scenes, but they are computationally expensive due to
the large number of samples required by volume render-
ing to produce high-resolution images. As a result, existing
avatar generation methods often fail to both generate fine-
grained, out-of-shape geometric details, such as loose cloth-
ing, and efficiently render high-resolution avatars, which
are critical for interactive and dynamic applications.

We aim to address these issues by adopting a new 3D
representation, 3D Gaussian Splatting [17], which repre-
sents a scene using a set of 3D Gaussians with color, opac-
ity, scales, and rotations and produces rendering by differ-
entiably splatting the Gaussians onto an image. Gaussian
splatting combines the advantages of both mesh and NeRF-
based representations and it is both efficient and flexible to
capture fine details. However, naive applications of Gaus-
sian splatting to avatar generation fail for several reasons
due to the unconstrained nature of individual Gaussians.
First, the Gaussian splatting representation is not animat-
able, as the Gaussians are defined in the world coordinate
and cannot be easily transformed with the avatar’s pose in
a coherent manner. Second, a large number (millions) of
Gaussians are required to model a highly detailed avatar,
and the immense optimization space of individual Gaussian
attributes (e.g., color, opacity, scale, rotation) leads to unsta-
ble optimization, especially when using high-variance ob-
jectives such as SDS [29]. Third, the 3D Gaussians lack ex-
plicit knowledge of surfaces, and cannot easily incorporate
surface normal supervision, which is crucial for extracting
highly detailed 3D meshes [4, 10]. Without geometry super-
vision, missing or degenerate body parts can appear when
using weak 3D supervision (i.e., SDS), which we will show
in the experiments.

To tackle these problems, we propose GAvatar, a novel
approach that leverages Gaussian Splatting to generate re-
alistic animatable avatars from textual descriptions. First,
we introduce a new primitive-based 3D Gaussian represen-
tation that defines 3D Gaussians inside pose-driven primi-
tives. This representation naturally supports animation and

enables flexible modeling of fine avatar geometry and ap-
pearance by deforming both the Gaussians and the prim-
itives. Second, we propose to use implicit Gaussian at-
tribute fields to predict the Gaussian attributes, which stabi-
lizes and amortizes the learning of a large number of Gaus-
sians, and allows us to generate high-quality avatars using
high-variance optimization objectives such as SDS. Addi-
tionally, after avatar optimization, since we can obtain the
Gaussian attributes directly and skip querying the attribute
fields, our approach achieves extremely fast (100 fps) ren-
dering of neural avatars at a resolution of 1024×1024. This
is significantly faster than existing NeRF-based avatar mod-
els [3, 18] that query neural field for each novel camera view
and avatar pose. Finally, we also propose a novel signed
distance function (SDF)-based implicit mesh learning ap-
proach that connects SDF with Gaussian opacities. Impor-
tantly, it enables GAvatar to regularize the underlying ge-
ometry of the Gaussian avatar and extract high-quality tex-
tured meshes. Our contributions are summarized as follows:

• We introduce a new primitive-based implicit Gaussian
representation for animatable avatars, enabling more sta-
ble and high-quality 3D avatar generation. It also allows
extremely fast rendering (100 fps) at 1K resolution.

• We propose a novel SDF-based method that effectively
regularizes the underlying geometry of 3D Gaussians
and also enables the extraction of high-quality textured
meshes from the learned Gaussians avatar.

• Our approach generates 3D avatars with fine geometry
and appearance details. We experimentally demonstrate
that GAvatar consistently outperforms existing methods
in terms of avatar quality.

2. Related Work
3D Representations for 3D Content Generation. Vari-
ous 3D representations have been employed for 3D con-
tent generation, each with its own set of strengths and lim-
itations. Triangulated meshes are a common choice due
to their simplicity and compatibility with existing graphics
pipelines [14]. However, their inflexible topology can pose
challenges in accurately representing intricate geometries.
Alternatively, volumetric representations, such as voxel
grids [39], offer flexibility in modeling complex shapes.
Nevertheless, their computational and memory costs grow
cubically with resolution, impeding the faithful reconstruc-
tion of fine geometry details and smooth surfaces. Re-
cently, NeRFs [27] have gained prominence for modeling
3D shapes, especially in text-to-3D applications, thanks to
their ability to capture arbitrary topologies with minimal
memory usage. Yet, their rendering cost increases signif-
icantly at higher resolutions. Some approaches adopt hy-
brid representations to harness the benefits of different tech-
niques. The Mixture of Volumetric Primitives (MVP) rep-
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resentation [25], for instance, introduces volumetric prim-
itives onto a template mesh, achieving rapid rendering by
leveraging a convolutional network to compute volumetric
primitives. It generates images through ray-marching, ac-
cumulating colors and opacities from the primitives. Gaus-
sian Splatting [17] has emerged as a promising 3D repre-
sentation for efficiently rendering high-resolution images.
It models objects using colored 3D Gaussians, which are
rendered onto an image using splatting-based rasterization.
However, a notable limitation is its difficulty in extract-
ing meshes from learned Gaussians, as it predominantly
captures appearance details through 3D Gaussians without
modeling the underlying object surfaces.

In this work. we introduce a novel primitive-based 3D
Gaussian representation with implicit mesh learning. It en-
ables modeling dynamic and articulated objects like humans
using Gaussian Splatting while also facilitating textured
mesh extraction. In comparison to MVP, our Gaussian-
based representation is more flexible and expressive, since
each primitive comprises a variable number of 3D Gaus-
sians with varying non-uniform locations that can go be-
yond the primitive boundaries. This allows it to capture
finer details compared to the cubic primitives used in MVP.
Moreover, our representation employs splatting-based ras-
terization, enabling efficient rendering of high-resolution
images compared to traditional ray-marching techniques.

Text-to-3D Generation. The field of text-to-3D genera-
tion has recently been revolutionized [4, 23, 29, 32, 32,
40, 43] with the availability of large text-to-image mod-
els [6, 33, 34, 48]. The earlier methods optimize the
3D objects by encouraging the 2D rendering to be con-
sistent with the input text in the CLIP [30] embeddings
space [5, 13, 14, 36, 41, 45]. While they demonstrated
the usefulness of text-to-image models for 3D content gen-
eration, the resulting 3D models often lacked realism and
fine geometry details. The seminal work DreamFusion [29]
replaces the CLIP model with a text-to-image diffusion
model and proposed Score Distillation Sampling (SDS)
to optimize a NeRF-based representation of the 3D ob-
ject. Since then multiple variants of this method have
been proposed. Magic3D [23] enhances runtime efficiency
with a two-staged framework and adopts a more efficient
DMTet [7] representation. ProlificDreamer [43] addresses
over-saturation/smoothing issues through a variational SDS
objective. MVDream [38] fine-tunes text-to-image mod-
els to generate 3D-consistent multi-view images, enabling
efficient 3D generations. Fantasia3D [4] disentangles ge-
ometry and appearance modeling, optimizing surface nor-
mals separately using the SDS loss. More recently, Dream-
Gaussian [40] replaced the NeRF-based representation with
Gaussian Splatting to significantly reduce runtime. How-
ever, this leads to 3D models with limited geometry and
appearance quality, despite attempts to refine texture details

through mesh-based fine-tuning. It is important to note that
all these methods are limited to rigid objects only and can-
not be animated easily.

Text-to-3D Avatar Generation Building upon the success
achieved in generating static 3D objects, numerous methods
have been proposed to model dynamic objects, particularly
human or human-like avatars [3, 10–12, 14, 15, 18, 22, 47,
50]. ClipMatrix [14] is one of the first methods that show-
cased the creation of animatable avatars based on textual de-
scriptions. It achieves this by optimizing a mesh-based rep-
resentation using a CLIP-embedding loss. AvatarClip [9]
follows a similar pipeline but employs a NeRF-based rep-
resentation [42]. DreamAvatar [3] and AvatarCraft [15] uti-
lize SDS loss instead of CLIP, and learn the NeRF represen-
tation in canonical space through the integration of human
body priors from SMPL [26]. DreamHumans [18] intro-
duces a deformable and pose-conditioned NeRF model by
incorporating the imGHUM [2] model. DreamWaltz [11]
and AvatarVerse [47] leverage pose-conditioned Control-
Nets [48], showcasing improved avatar quality with con-
ditional SDS. However, a common limitation among these
methods is their reliance on NeRF to generate images,
resulting in the computation of SDS loss based on low-
resolution images. For instance, DreamHumans [18] gener-
ates 64×64 images during optimization, leading to a com-
promise in avatar quality. In contrast, our approach can effi-
ciently generate images with a resolution of 1024×1024,
resulting in higher-quality avatars, as demonstrated in
our experiments. There are several contemporary works
that demonstrate impressive avatar quality [10, 22, 46].
TADA [22] shows that a mesh-based approach with adap-
tive mesh subdivision can be used to generate high-quality
avatars. HumanNorm [10] finetunes text-to-image models
to directly generate normal and depth maps from the in-
put text. The adapted models are then utilized to optimize
the avatar’s geometry through the SDS loss, with texture
optimization achieved using a normal-conditioned Control-
Net [48]. Similarly, AvatarBooth [46] fine-tunes region-
specific diffusion models, highlighting that employing dedi-
cated models for distinct body regions enhances avatar qual-
ity. These improved optimization objectives are comple-
mentary to our method since they are compatible with our
Gaussian-based 3D representation. Since our model can ef-
ficiently render high-resolution images and normals, we an-
ticipate synergies between our approach and [10, 46, 47] to
yield further enhancements.

3. Preliminaries

Primitive-based 3D Representation. Primitive-based
methods represent a 3D scene by a set of primitives such
as cubes [25, 31], points [1] or nerflets [49]. In this work,
we adopt the primitive formulation used in [25, 31]: a set
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Figure 2. Overview of GAvatar. We first generate the primitives Vk=(Pk, Rk, Sk) in the rest pose θ̃. Each primitive consists of Nk

3D Gaussians with their position pik, rotation rik and scaling sik defined in the primitive’s local coordinate system. Next, we obtain the
canonical positions, p̂ik(θ̃), of the Gaussians in the world coordinates by applying the global transforms of the primitives using Eq. 3. These
positions are then used to query the color cik, rotation rik and scaling sik of each Gaussian from a neural attribute field Hϕ. Each Gaussian’s
SDF value is queried from a neural SDF Sψ and is converted into the opacity σik through a kernel function K. The 3D Gaussians with the
predicted attributes are then rasterized onto the camera view using Gaussian splatting to produce the RGB image I and alpha image Iα. We
use DMTet [37] to differentiably extract the mesh from the Gaussian SDF values and generate its normal map and silhouette for geometry
regularization. For animating the avatar using any target pose θ, we generate the primitives using the target pose and use them to transform
the 3D Gaussians, before rasterizing the image. A method walkthrough is also provided in the supplementary video.

of K cubic primitives {V1, . . . , VK} are attached to the sur-
face of a SMPL-X [28] mesh M = LBS(θ, β), where θ
and β are the SMPL-X pose and shape parameters, and
LBS is the linear blend skinning function. Each primitive
Vk = {Pk, Rk, Sk} is defined by its location Pk ∈ R3,
per-axis scale Sk ∈ R3 and orientation Rk ∈ SO(3). The
primitive parameters are generated by:

Pk(θ) = P̂k(M) + δPω(θ)k,

Rk(θ) = δRω(θ)k · R̂k(M),

Sk(θ) = Ŝk(M) + δSω(θ)k,

(1)

where we first compute a mesh-based primitive initial-
ization P̂k(M), R̂k(M), Ŝk(M), and then apply pose-
dependent correctives δPω(θ), δRω(θ), δSω(θ), which are
represented by neural networks with parameters ω. The
mesh-based initialization is computed by placing the primi-
tives on a 2D grid in the mesh’s uv-texture space and gener-
ating the primitives at the 3D locations on the mesh surface
points corresponding to the uv-coordinates. The overall de-
formation process is illustrated in Fig. 2 (green box) and
more details can be found in [31].

Score Distillation Sampling. First proposed in DreamFu-
sion [29], score distillation sampling (SDS) can be used to
optimize the parameters η of a 3D model g using a pre-
trained text-to-image diffusion model. Given a text prompt
y and the noise prediction ϵ̂(It; y, t) of the diffusion model,
SDS optimizes model parameters η by minimizing the dif-
ference between the noise ϵ added to the rendered image
I = g(η) and the predicted noise ϵ̂ by the diffusion model:

∇ηLSDS = Et,ϵ

[
w(t)(ϵ̂(It; y, t)− ϵ)

∂I

∂η

]
, (2)

where g(η) denotes the differentiable rendering process of
the 3D model, t is the noise level, It is the noised image,
and w(t) is a weighting function.

4. Approach
Our approach, GAvatar, generates a 3D Gaussian-based an-
imatable avatar given a text prompt. Our key ideas are
two-fold: (1) we introduce a new primitive-based implicit
3D Gaussian representation (Sec. 4.1) that not only en-
ables avatar animation but also stabilizes and amortizes the
learning of a large number of Gaussians using the high-
variance SDS loss; (2) we represent the underlying geom-
etry of 3D Gaussians with an SDF that enables extracting
high-quality textured meshes and regularizing the avatar’s
geometry (Sec. 4.2). The training process of our approach
is described in Sec. 4.3 and an overview of our method is
provided in Fig. 2.

4.1. Primitive-based Implicit Gaussian Avatar

Recently, Gaussian Splatting [17] has emerged as a power-
ful representation for 3D scene reconstruction and genera-
tion thanks to its efficiency and flexibility. However, naive
application of Gaussian Splatting to human avatar gen-
eration poses animation and training stability challenges.
Specifically, two essential questions arise: (1) how to trans-
form the Gaussians defined in the world coordinate system
along with the deformable avatar and (2) how to learn Gaus-
sians with consistent attributes (i.e., color, rotation, scaling,
etc.) within a local neighborhood. In the following, we an-
swer both questions by proposing a primitive-based implicit
Gaussian representation.

Primitive-based 3D Gaussian Avatar. To generate an
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animatable human avatar, we start with the primitive for-
mulation discussed in Sec. 3, where the human body is
represented by a set of primitives attached to its surface.
Since the primitives are naturally deformed according to
the human pose and shape, we propose to attach a set
of 3D Gaussians {G1

k, . . . , G
Nk

k } to the local coordinate
system of each primitive Vk={Pk, Rk, Sk} and deform
them along with the primitive. Specifically, each Gaussian
Gik={pik, rik, sik, cik, σik} is defined by its position pik, rota-
tion rik, and scaling sik in the primitive’s local coordinates,
as well as its color features cik and opacity σik. Given a tar-
get pose θ, we first obtain the location Pk, scale Sk, and ori-
entation Rk of each deformed primitive using Eq. 1. Then
the global location p̂ik, scale ŝik, and orientation r̂ik of each
GaussianGik associated with the primitive are computed as:

p̂ik(θ) = Rk(θ) · (Sk(θ)⊙ pik) + Pk(θ) (3)

ŝik(θ) = Sk(θ) · sik (4)

r̂ik(θ) = Rk(θ) · rik (5)

This primitive-based Gaussian representation naturally bal-
ances constraint and flexibility. It is more flexible compared
to the native primitive representation in [25, 31] since it
allows a primitive to deform beyond a cube by equipping
it with Gaussians. Meanwhile, the Gaussians within each
primitive share the motion of the primitive and are more
constrained during animation.

Implicit Gaussian Attribute Field. To fully exploit the
expressiveness of 3D Gaussians, we allow each Gaussian to
have individual attributes, i.e., color features, scaling, rota-
tion, and opacity. However, this potentially results in unsta-
ble training where Gaussians within a local neighborhood
possess different attributes, leading to noisy geometry and
rendering. This is especially true when the gradient of the
optimization objective has high variance, such as the SDS
objective in Eq. 2. To stabilize and amortize the training
process, instead of directly optimizing the attributes of the
Gaussians, we propose to predict these attributes using neu-
ral implicit fields. As shown in the yellow block in Fig. 2,
for each Gaussian Gik, we first compute its canonical posi-
tion p̂ik(θ̃) in the world coordinate system (Eq. 3), where θ̃
represents the rest pose. We can then query the color cik, ro-
tation rik, scaling sik and opacity σik of each Gaussian using
the canonical position p̂ik(θ̃) from two neural implicit fields
Hϕ and Oψ , which are represented by neural networks with
parameters ϕ and ψ:

(cik, r
i
k, s

i
k) = Hϕ(p̂

i
k(θ̃)) (6)

σik = Oψ(p̂
i
k(θ̃)) (7)

where we use a separate neural field Oψ to output the
opacities of the Gaussians, while other attributes are pre-
dicted by Hϕ. This design is because the opacities of

the Gaussians are closely related to the underlying geom-
etry of the avatar and require special treatment, which will
be discussed in Sec. 4.2. Note that by querying the neu-
ral field with a canonical rest pose θ̃, we canonicalize the
Gaussian attributes, which can then be shared across dif-
ferent poses and animations. Our use of neural implicit
fields constrains nearby Gaussians to have consistent at-
tributes, which greatly stabilizes and amortizes the train-
ing process and enables high-quality avatar synthesis using
high-variance losses.

Rendering and Objectives. After obtaining the positions
and attributes of 3D Gaussians, we adopt the efficient Gaus-
sian splatting technique described in [17] to render an RGB
image I and also an alpha image Iα. The RGB image I
is then used for the SDS loss defined in Eq. 2 as one of
the main training objectives. To prevent the Gaussians from
straying far away from the primitives, we also utilize a local
position regularization loss Lpos=

∑
k,i ∥pik∥2, which con-

strains the Gaussians to be close to the origin of the associ-
ated primitives.

4.2. SDF-based Mesh Learning for 3D Gaussians

A crucial aspect yet to be addressed in our primitive-based
3D Gaussian representation is how to properly represent
the underlying geometry of the 3D Gaussians. This is im-
portant for two reasons: (1) 3D Gaussians are transparent
“point clouds” that do not have well-defined surfaces, which
can lead to degenerate body parts or holes in the generated
avatars (see Fig. 5); (2) Currently, there is no efficient and
effective way to extract textured meshes from a large num-
ber of 3D Gaussians, which are often important for applica-
tions in traditional graphics pipelines.

SDF-based Gaussian Opacity Field. To address this prob-
lem, we propose to represent the underlying geometry of
3D Gaussians through a signed distance field (SDF) func-
tion Sψ with parameters ψ. Specifically, we parametrize
the opacity σik of each 3D Gaussian based on their signed
distance to the surface using a kernel function K inspired by
NeuS [42]:

σik = K(Sψ(pik)) , (8)

where K(x) = γe−λx/(1 + e−λx)2 is a bell-shaped ker-
nel function with learnable parameters {γ, λ} that maps
the signed distance to an opacity value. Intuitively, this
opacity parametrization builds in the prior that Gaussians
should stay close to the surface in order to obtain high opac-
ity. The parameter λ controls the tightness of the high-
opacity neighborhood of the surface and α controls the
overall scale of the opacity. The SDF-based Gaussian opac-
ity parametrization naturally fits our primitive-based im-
plicit Gaussian representation, since now we can define the
aforementioned opacity field Oψ as the product of the SDF
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and the kernel function: Oψ = K ◦ Sψ , and we can directly
use a neural network to represent the SDF Sψ .

Mesh Extraction and Geometry Regularization. An im-
portant advantage of using an SDF Sψ to represent the un-
derlying geometry of 3D Gaussians is that it allows us to ex-
tract a mesh M̃ from the SDF through differentiable march-
ing tetrahedra (DMTet [37]):

M̃ = DMTET(Sψ) . (9)

Both the SDF and extracted mesh allow us to utilize var-
ious losses to regularize the geometry of the 3D Gaussian
avatar. Specifically, we first employ an Eikonal regularizer
to maintain a proper SDF, which is defined as:

Leik = (∥∇pSψ(p)∥ − 1)2 , (10)

where p ∈ P contains both the center points of all Gaus-
sians in the world coordinates as well as points sampled
around the Gaussians using a normal distribution. Next, we
also employ an alpha loss to match the mask IM rendered
using the extracted mesh to the alpha image Iα from the
Gaussian splatting:

Lalpha = ∥IM − Iα∥2 . (11)

Inspired by Fantasia3D [4], we also use a normal SDS loss
to supervise the normal rendering IN of the extracted mesh
using differentiable rasterization [19]. The SDS gradient
can be computed as:

∇θLNSDS = Et,ϵ

[
w(t)(ϵ̂(IN,t; y, t)− ϵ)

∂IN
∂θ

]
, (12)

where IN,t is the noised normal image. We further use a
normal consistency loss Lnc which regularizes the differ-
ence between the adjacent vertex normals of mesh M̃.

Texture Extraction. Our proposed implicit Gaussian at-
tribute field Hϕ naturally facilitates texturing the extracted
mesh M̃, since we can use the Gaussian color field as
the 3D texture field used by the differentiable rasterization.
Once the Gaussian-based avatar is fully optimized, directly
using the Gaussian color field already provides a good ini-
tial texture for the mesh, but we can further improve the tex-
ture quality by finetuning the color field using an SDS loss
LM̃

sds on the RGB rendering IM̃ of the textured mesh. We
observe that only a small number of finetuning iterations is
required for convergence.

4.3. Optimization

The overall objective of our method can be summarized as:

L = LSDS + Lpos + Leik + Lalpha + LNSDS + Lnc , (13)

where we omit the weighting terms for brevity. Using this
objective, we optimize the Gaussian local positions {pik},
Gaussian attribute field Hϕ and SDF Sψ , opacity kernel
parameters {γ, λ}, primitive motion corrective networks
δPω, δRω, δSω , as well as the SMPL-X shape parameters β.

Initialization. We divide the uv-map of SMPL-X into a
64 × 64 grid, which gives us 4096 primitives. We assign
64 Gaussians to each primitive Vk and initialize their local
positions {pik} with a uniform grid of 4× 4× 4.

Training. We perform Gaussian densification as described
in [17] every 100 iterations, which leads to different num-
bers of Gaussians per primitive. We stop densification when
the total number of Gaussians exceeds 2 million. To render
the RGB image I for the SDS loss Lsds, we take the target
pose θ from two sources: (1) a natural pose θN optimized
together with the aforementioned variables; (2) a random
pose θA sampled from an animation database to ensure re-
alistic animation.

5. Experiments
In Fig. 3, we showcase example avatars generated by our
method and their geometry and textured meshes. Notice the
intricate geometry details captured by our method, thanks
to our SDF-based implicit mesh learning for 3D Gaussians.
Due to its primitive-based design, our approach readily sup-
ports avatar animation. We showcase various animations in
Fig. 1 and on the project website.

Rendering Efficiency. Since GAvatar no longer needs to
query the Gaussian attributes from the implicit fields af-
ter optimization, it achieves extremely fast rendering speed
due to the use of 3D Gaussians. Specifically, a generated
avatar with 2.5 million Gaussians can be rendered with
1024×1024 resolution at 100 fps, which is tremendously
faster than most NeRF-based approaches. Moreover, the
Gaussian rendering only takes about 3ms (300+ fps), so
further speedup is possible by optimizing the speed of non-
rendering operations such as LBS and primitive transforms.

5.1. Qualitative Evaluation

Fig. 4 compares our method, GAvatar, with the state-of-
the-art approaches: DreamGaussian [40], AvatarCLIP [9],
AvatarCraft [15] and Fantasia3D [4]. For completeness,
we also compare with contemporary works, DreamHu-
mans [18] and TADA [22]. For DreamHumans [18] we use
the avatar renderings provided on the project page, while
for other methods we use the publicly available source
codes. Our method clearly produces higher-quality avatars
both in terms of geometry and appearance. DreamGaus-
sian [40], AvatarCLIP [9], AvatarCraft [15] and Fanta-
sia3D [4] fail catastrophically to model complex avatars.
DreamHumans [18] creates low-resolution avatars since it
is trained with a resolution of 64×64 only. TADA [22] can
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Figure 3. Generated avatars by our method and their mesh normals and texture meshes.

GAvatar (Ours)DreamHuman Fantasia3DTADA

GAvatar (Ours)AvatarCraftAvatarClip

GAvatar (Ours)DreamHuman Fantasia3DTADA

DreamGaussian

Figure 4. Comparison with the state-of-the-art methods. From top to bottom, the prompts used in each row are “a person dressed at the
venice carnival”, “a professional boxer” and “a bedouin dressed in white”. Our method consistently produces the best quality avatars.

render high-resolution images due to a mesh-based render-
ing but can produce degenerate solutions with implausible
shapes. It also provides smoother texture and less geometry
details as compared to our method. GAvatar generates sig-
nificantly better avatars as compared to all methods as we
will also show in our user study next.

5.2. Quantitative Evaluation
To quantitatively evaluate the proposed method, we follow
previous works [9, 22, 40] and carry out an extensive A/B

user study. We adopt 24 prompts commonly used in the
baselines to generate the avatars. In total, we collected 1512
responses from 42 participants. For each vote, we show
a pair of randomly chosen 3D avatars synthesized by our
method and one of the baseline methods. We ask the partic-
ipant to choose the method that has better 1) geometry qual-
ity, 2) appearance quality, and 3) consistency with the given
prompt. Table 1 summarizes the preference percentage of
our method over the baseline methods. Notably, our method
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Compared Method Geometry Quality Appearance Quality Consistency with Prompt
AvatarCLIP [9] 98.81 97.62 97.62
AvatarCraft [15] 96.43 98.81 98.81
DreamGaussian [40] 100.0 98.81 98.81
Fantasia3D [4] 92.86 92.86 91.67
DreamHuman [18]* 73.81 73.81 65.48
TADA [22]* 61.90 69.05 67.86

Table 1. User Study. We show a preference percentage of our
method over state-of-the-art methods (* denotes contemporary
methods). GAvatar is preferred by the users over all baselines.

w/o Implicit Gaussian Attribute Fields w/ Implicit Gaussian Attribute Fields

w/o SDF-based Mesh Learning w/ SDF-based Mesh Learning

Figure 5. Ablation Studies.

GAvatar Rendering GAvatar Mesh Extractionw/ DreamGaussian Mesh Extraction

Figure 6. Mesh Extraction Comparison.

consistently outperforms existing and contemporary meth-
ods by a substantial margin.

5.3. Ablation Study

Effect of Implicit Gaussian Attribute Field. In Fig. 5
(Top), we design a variant of our method by disabling the
implicit Gaussian attribute field and directly optimizing the
Gaussian attributes. We observe that the generated avatars
are significantly worse than our method, with pronounced
noise and color oversaturation. This aligns with our intu-
ition that directly optimizing millions of Gaussians individ-
ually with high-variance loss like SDS is quite challenging.
In contrast, our implicit Gaussian attribute field allows a
much more stable and robust optimization process.

Effect of SDF-based Mesh Learning. In Fig. 5 (Bottom),

we design a variant of our approach by disabling the SDF-
based mesh learning and instead letting the Gaussian at-
tribute field additionally output the Gaussian opacities. As
shown in Fig. 5, the generated avatars without mesh learn-
ing can have missing body parts and distorted body shapes.
Our SDF-based mesh learning tackles these issues by regu-
larizing the underlying geometry of the Gaussian avatar.

Mesh Extraction Comparison. An important benefit of
our approach is that it allows us to extract a high-quality dif-
ferentiable mesh representation of the Gaussian avatar. We
compare our mesh extraction approach with the Gaussian
density-based approach used in DreamGaussian [40], one
of the few works that extract meshes from 3D Gaussians. In
particular, we provide its mesh extraction pipeline with our
optimized Gaussian attributes to obtain the final mesh. The
results are shown in Fig. 6. We observe the mesh extracted
by DreamGaussian is more noisy and lacks geometry de-
tails, while our approach obtains much smoother meshes
with fine-grained geometry details.

6. Discussion and Limitations
We have presented a novel approach for generating diverse
and animatable avatars with geometry learning and regu-
larization. Our primitive-based 3D Gaussian representation
allows us to flexibly model avatar geometry and appear-
ance while enabling animation with extremely fast render-
ing. We demonstrated our neural implicit Gaussian attribute
fields stabilize the learning of millions of 3D Gaussian un-
der noisy objectives. We further propose a novel SDF-based
mesh learning approach that regularizes the underlying ge-
ometry of the Gaussian avatar and extracts a high-quality
textured mesh from 3D Gaussians. Our experiments and
user study indicate that our approach surpasses state-of-the-
art methods in terms of appearance and geometry quality.

While our approach has shown promising results, it
still has several limitations to be addressed in future work.
First, similar to other SDS-based approaches, our method
sometimes also suffers from color oversaturation. We
believe that exploring various techniques for improving
SDS [16, 24, 43] can help mitigate this issue. Second, there
can still be misalignment between the geometry and appear-
ance of the generated avatars, where some geometry details
in the rendering are embedded in the colors of the 3D Gaus-
sians, similar to how texture can embed geometry details in
mesh-based rendering. We believe that having consistent
geometry and appearance supervisions such as those in Hu-
manNorm [10] can help alleviate this issue. Disentangling
lighting and appearance details within the 3D Gaussian-
based representation is also an interesting future direction.
Lastly, animating loose clothing with correct temporal
deformations is still challenging, especially when no direct
image or temporal supervision is provided. Leveraging
temporal priors such as physics simulation or video diffu-
sion models can be a promising future avenue to explore.
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